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How do trans-national families
construct their everyday life

across national borders?

RESEARCH QUESTION:



THEORETICAL FOCUS

• Sociocultural theory (Wertsch)

– Everyday life (Lefevbre)
– Trans-national theory (Glick-Sciller)

• Ecocultural model (Weisner, Gallimore)



DATA

• immigrant women (n = 19) who were living
in Finland

• photographic diaries, taken by research
participants themselves (459 photographs)

• focused recall discussions
• questionnaires
• participant observation notes (six different

sites)



EATING PATTERN

RE-CREATE TOGETHERNESS
CREATE TRANSNATIONAL HOME

EMPHASIS ON THE SOCIAL IMPORTANCE OF FOOD
IMPORTANCE OF EASY ACCESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Traditional family dining
(TFD)

Virtual family dining (VFD)



Social interaction

Eating

People

Table setting

Manners

Purchase / shopping

Ingredients

Virtual
family
dining
(VFD)

Traditional
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dining
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TO DESCRIBE



Local ingredients combined with
specialties from home

Local ingredients
Bought shops close by
Some grown / produced home

Ingredients

Virtual family dining
(VFD)

Traditional family dining
(TFD)

Stina, a Romanian girl,
studying in a Finnish city.
Mother sending “special tea”
from Romania, boyfriend is
bringing “proper cough
medicin” from Romania.



Grocery stores close by
Some ingredients mailed from
“home”
Bought from “ethnic / home”
shops

Grocery stores close byPurchase /
shopping

Virtual family dining
(VFD)

Traditional family dining
(TFD)

Estonian family living in a
Finnish city, grandmother
visiting. Food mainly bought
from a Finnish supermarket,
bread and some other items
bought from Eesti shop.

Stina Food
but once a week I have to do a soup or something like cooked
because my stomach is hurting, here you don’t eat a lot of soup and
these things, so I noticed this and I just buy everything and cook just
exactly in Romania, but I do this only in weekends because I don’t
have to work
H: So explain me the dish you just like in Romania, once a week, the
soup, what is it?
C: For example cabbage, I make it really small pieces,  and then
carrots and I make it like round, I just put water, carrots, cabbage,
some ingredients from Romania, I have it from Romania, I’m sure you
have it there but I just have to discover the name for it to buy it
Tomato things, I usually like to take the tomato itself and cut it into
small pieces
Everything to be as natural as possible
And then if I have I put little, little meet and onion, If  I have I put little
meat, if not then it is like vegetable soup If you boil it like forty five
minutes, then it is really natural
Warm, such a good taste, very good
Tea form Romania, my mother packed it, I brought it last year, if I
have a pain, to calm me down, if my throat is hurting, not just any kind
of  tea, some tea help in some situations, I still have it



Done same time or different timesDone same timeEating

• Kurdish families’ day in a
Finnish park, Kurdish
mothers/wives and their
steaming pots. Where the
bus load of Kurds turn the
rainy Finnish autumn park
look like
Turkish/Irakies/Pakistani
movie, book, tv-
documentary

• Turkish husband &
Russian wife with a little
baby living in a Finnish
city, computer on the
dining table, using chat,
messenger, internet calls
“all the time”.



Face-to-face and through it devicesFace-to-faceSocial interaction

• Two single mothers from
Cameroon and their
children gathered around
a kitchen table in the
suburbs of a Finnish city,
eating foods bought from
the Finnish corner shop

• Stina, a Romanian girl,
studying in a Finnish city
meets her Romanian
family once a week
through skype, daily e-
mail connection.



To conclude

• This is how globalization looks at grass
root level

• Eating / food is social
• ”show me what you eat, I tell who you are /

where you have come from”
• Food and human behaviour can not be

separated, food is a mirror / indicator of
human behaviour


